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Blooming in progess

During this unit of inquiry, the students have been learning about expressing
themselves through persuasive languages, images &texts in order to focus on writing,

presenting, and engaging an audience through the use of the expression,
intonation and varying pitch and performance which built the student's understanding

of the value of a performance and enhance the development of their skills.
More specifically, students have been analyzing images, music, colors, text, and font

used to create an overall message. 
 
 
 

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELEVES

Students collaborated and shared their knowledge
critically about advertising is important within our
media-saturated society. It seems that advertising is

everywhere we look, and this has become even more
prevalent with the role that digital media plays in our
lives and how easily accessible we are to companies

trying to sell us a product.
 

EXPLORE BELOW 

Central  Idea -  Advert is ing by using technology can
create

change and lead to accelerat ing different  opportuni t ies .
 

Key Concept  -  Change,  Connect ion,  Perspect ive
 

Related Concept  -  Innovat ions,  Confidence,  Efficiency
 

Att i tudes and Attr ibutes  -  Empathy,  Integri ty  &
Creat iv i ty

Knowledgeable -Communicators
 
 
 



Students recreated s logans and
logos for  the different products
and services which helped them

to apply their  persuasion
techniques in understanding the

process of  convicing the
consumerrs.  

Students expressed differently on
how technology and

advertisement have impacted
society in positive
 & negative way. 

Students expressed themselves
in ample ways by using their

ski l ls  and abi l it ies .  

CREATIVITY + CRITICAL
THINKERS = GRADE 5

Expression is form
 of

communication 
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Our language is a
reflection of our

learning. We don't
learn from reflection,

We learn from
experience. 
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Therefore,  We bel ieve every s tudent  has the abi l i ty ,  and
the r ight ,

 to  be creat ive as  well  as  express ive.
By providing IB s tudents  with the tools

 to  encourage creat ive thought  and creat ive behaviors
which

help the s tudents  to  develop 
creat iv i ty  and,  in turn,  to  foster  a commitment  to l ifelong

learning.
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Applying the skills in real-
world through the Unit of

Inquiry 

Creativity + Critical Thinking is
what makes Grade 5 students

unique in their own ways. 


